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Objective. To determine the longitudinal impact of integrating health literacy and cultural competency content throughout the professional pharmacy curriculum and the impact of additional changes made to the curriculum based on the results of a longitudinal analysis.

Methods. Health literacy and cultural competency concepts were integrated throughout a four-year professional pharmacy curriculum. A cohort of students were assessed using health literacy and cultural competency survey instruments at baseline, the end of the fall semester of the first professional (P1) year, and the end of each subsequent academic year. From the four-year assessment, a need for additional reinforcement in the spring P1 semester was identified, so a health literacy activity was incorporated into an introductory pharmacy practice experience (IPPE) for two cohorts of students. The outcomes were compared to those of a single cohort of students who had completed their P1 year prior to integration of the additional content. A health literacy survey instrument was given at the beginning and after completion of the semester to assess change. Preceptors also completed a brief survey.

Results. Curricular integration improved health literacy and cultural competency attitudes and self-perceived ability in P1 students, as assessed by the instruments. However, declines in students’ health literacy and cultural competency were identified when the students were retested in the spring semester. After implementing the health literacy IPPE activity, the health literacy scores of P1 students in the two subsequent years improved. Preceptors also gave positive feedback on the utility of this activity.

Conclusion. Integrating health literacy and cultural competency content throughout the curriculum resulted in improvement in students’ scores in these areas from the first to the fourth professional year, but when there were no integrated activities, scores dropped. Implementing additional activities improved student-perceived HL skills. Thus, it may be important to ensure there is inclusion of content in each semester of the curriculum to maximize effects.
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INTRODUCTION

In the United States, health information is often written at the highest reading levels, despite that only 12% of US adults scoring in the highest proficiency levels and only 9% scoring in the highest numeracy levels.1 Health literacy is defined as the ability to obtain and use health information for decision-making.2 Patients with low health literacy face greater health disparities and significantly higher health care costs than those with adequate literacy, costing the US health care system an estimated $106-$238 billion annually.3 Also, low health literacy rates are often correlated with decreases in medication adherence rates.4 Pharmacists are in a unique position to address this issue, as they function as a mediator between the prescriber and the patient, educating patients about their medications to ensure they understand how to use them properly. By using clear communication principles, pharmacists can navigate health literacy barriers effectively.5

Similarly, pharmacists must demonstrate cultural and linguistic competence when working with patients of diverse backgrounds. Cultural competency is the ability of the pharmacist to work effectively with all patients in a manner which values and respects differences as well as similarities.6 Culture impacts health care decisions and can be related to health disparities. Thus, it is essential for a practitioner to be sensitive to and inclusive of cultural beliefs to achieve the best outcomes for the patient.6-8
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Integration of health literacy and cultural competency into the pharmacy didactic and experiential curriculum to ensure graduates are practice ready has been emphasized by the Accreditation Council for Pharmacy Education (ACPE) in Standards 2016, the American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy (AACP) Center for Pharmacy Advancement (CAPE) in the 2013 Domains, and the American College of Clinical Pharmacy (ACCP) White Papers on Cultural Competency. These skills also are incorporated into the Joint Commission of Pharmacy Practitioners’ (JCPP) Pharmacists’ Patient Care Process, explicitly in the Collect and Assess steps and implicitly in each step. Health literacy and cultural competency courses, electives, activities, experiential education, and presentations have been effectively incorporated into the curricula of pharmacy schools to address this problem; however, most have limited inclusion throughout the curriculum and instead focus on a single activity, course, experience, or elective.

Gaps in pharmacist and student pharmacist preparedness in the areas of health literacy and cultural competency remain despite enhanced curricular efforts. For example, in a scoping review of over 100 articles that were analyzed for key themes, pharmacists were found to often have negative assumptions about certain patient groups and constrained interactions because of a lack of knowledge. The authors identified “problematic patterns important to equitable care, including deficits in what pharmacists know about the needs and preferences of certain marginalized populations, negative perceptions of these populations and their related care, and gaps in the accessibility and adequacy of services.” Clearly, pharmacy schools need to continue to assess the longitudinal effectiveness of interventions and should examine a comprehensive, integrated approach to these concepts in the didactic and experiential curriculum to build skills needed for equitable care. This two-part study aimed to close a gap in knowledge by determining the longitudinal impact of the comprehensive integration of health literacy and cultural competency components over the span of a pharmacy professional program on students’ health literacy and cultural competency and the impact of changes made to the curriculum following the longitudinal assessment.

**METHODS**

Cedarville University’s Institutional Review Board approved each component of this two-part study. Participation in the surveys and data collection were voluntary, but participation in the activities was required. In brief, the first part of the study was a four-year assessment of integrated health literacy and cultural competency components throughout the professional pharmacy program. Based on the data obtained from the first part, curricular elements related to these concepts were added to address areas of concern identified by the assessment.

The Cedarville University School of Pharmacy is in a small, midwestern town that is within a one-hour drive of several larger, more culturally diverse cities where student experiences are provided. These cities range in population from approximately 59,000 to 890,000. According to population data for these urban areas, approximately 60% of the population is white; 29%, black or African American; 4.2%, Asian; 1.5%, other; and 4%, two or more. Two of the larger cities are home to refugee populations as well as a larger population of Somalis and people of Hispanic origin. Students in the first professional year are placed in community pharmacies throughout this region. Each student is assigned to an independently owned pharmacy and a corporately owned pharmacy for one semester. Because of this, the students are exposed to diverse populations and to rural and urban settings.

The first cohort of student pharmacists included in this study were those who completed the four professional (P1-P4) years of the Doctor of Pharmacy (PharmD) program from August 2012 to May 2016 (hereafter referred to as cohort 2016, based on their graduating year). Students’ understanding of health literacy, application of health literacy-related skills, and cultural competency was assessed six times: at the beginning of the professional program, after completion of the first semester, and at the end of each academic year (Figure 1). Health literacy and cultural competency concepts were introduced in the fall semester of the P1 year as previously described. In brief, three courses were chosen in which to integrate concepts. These three courses provided time for students to participate in active-learning exercises that allowed them to apply the health literacy and cultural competency concepts they had learned. In the spring semester of the P1 year, students did not receive any reinforcement of the concepts they had learned the previous fall because the curriculum focused on pharmaceutical science concepts. Students have an initial increase in health literacy and cultural competency concepts from baseline to the end of the fall semester, which declined by the end of the academic year. While the declines still resulted in higher scores than baseline, the initial increases were not sustained.

As noted above, findings from this initial study in 2012 were previously published and served as the foundation for this study. Assessment of students was extended beyond the P1 year to examine the entire curriculum in order to determine appropriate interventions. To address
the shortcomings of the health literacy and cultural competency interventions made in the first study, several additional changes to the curriculum were made as described below.

As students were engaged in module-based coursework from the fall semester of the P2 year to the fall semester of the P3 year, we made the decision to reinforce health literacy and cultural competency concepts across these modules. For example, in the Endocrine module, students participated in active-learning activities with diabetes-specific health literacy assessments and were given an opportunity to practice counseling. In the Special Populations module, students learned and applied concepts related to the social determinants of health and health disparities.

During the spring semester of the P3 year, a two-hour session was added to the capstone course to bring all of the health literacy and cultural competency concepts taught in the previous years together in preparation for students beginning advanced pharmacy practice experiences (APPEs). Active-learning exercises that addressed and integrated health literacy were included during this session. Patient cases used in the capstone course for students’ SOAP (subjective, objective, assessment, and plan) notes also included culture-related components. Additionally, students participated in a cross-cultural service-learning experience during the P3 year as a part of their introductory pharmacy practice experience (IPPE). During their P4 years, all of the skill sets that students learned in the P1 through P3 years of the curriculum were reinforced as they engaged with patients of all health literacy levels and from various cultural backgrounds during APPEs in their P4 years.

To identify improvements in students’ health literacy, an assessment was created from a review of the literature and underwent faculty and student review. Students and faculty members with research and survey experience reviewed the instrument for face and content

Figure 1. Integration of Health Literacy and Cultural Competency Content and Assessments Throughout the Curriculum
validity and identified any items that were unclear. The instrument was revised, and in this study, the final assessment instrument had good internal consistency when used with student pharmacists ($\alpha=0.81$). The instrument included 23 Likert-type items (rated on a scale ranging from 1=strongly disagree to 7=strongly agree) that related to student perceptions (six items), understanding (nine items), and application (eight items) of health literacy concepts. Some items were worded for reverse-coding during scoring. No further validation was conducted on this instrument. A copy of the items for the health literacy instrument can be found in Appendix 1.

To assess cultural competency, a validated measure was used: The Inventory for Assessing the Process of Cultural Competence Among Health Care Professionals-Student Version (IAPCC-SV, Campinha-Bacote, 2007). Validation efforts have found that the instrument had acceptable internal consistency ($\alpha=0.78$) when assessed in nursing students. (Estimates of acceptable internal consistency values range from 0.70 and above.) There are no data available regarding its validity for use in pharmacy students. It contains 20 four-point Likert-type questions rated on a scale from 1=strongly disagree to 4=strongly agree across five subscales (cultural awareness, knowledge, skill, encounters, and desire) and categorizes students based on a summed score as culturally incompetent, culturally aware, culturally competent, and culturally proficient. Demographic information also was obtained from students, and on the post-assessment, students were asked to relate whether they planned to use the information in the future.

One of the issues identified through assessment of the longitudinal data was that students had initial improvement in health literacy and cultural competency during the fall P1 semester when these concepts were introduced, but in the spring semester of the P1 year, when there were no focused reinforcement of concepts, declines were seen. To address these issues, faculty members worked with the experiential team to integrate a patient-centered, longitudinal activity in health literacy during the P1 spring semester. Students completed 10, five-hour IPPE visits at an independent or chain community pharmacy practice site. As part of the IPPE, students completed weekly workbook activities at their practice site to reinforce different health literacy concepts. The Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) designed a health literacy assessment tool for pharmacists to examine how well a pharmacy is addressing the needs of patients with limited health literacy from the perspectives of an objective auditor, pharmacy staff members, and patients. This tool is available to pharmacies to help identify areas in need of improvement in order to increase the health literacy accessibility of their pharmacy for their patients. The “pharmacy assessment by an objective auditor” section of the AHRQ Pharmacy Health Literacy Tool was adapted and incorporated into the workbook and separated into weekly activities to assess how well the pharmacy was prepared to care for patients with low health literacy. During the first few weeks, students assessed the pharmacy on the incorporation of health literacy principles in written patient education materials, promotional service materials, and verbal communication. On each item, the student rated the pharmacy by selecting one of the following statements: this is something the pharmacy does not appear to be doing; the pharmacy is doing this well but could make improvements; or the pharmacy is doing this well. Students then spent two weeks evaluating their assessment in order to identify strengths and areas of improvement for the pharmacy. They searched the literature for evidence-based health literacy recommendation and created a handout to present their findings to pharmacy staff members. Finally, the students’ preceptors completed a survey addressing their perceptions of the activity (four items rated using a seven-point, Likert type scale ranging from 1=strongly disagree to 7=strongly agree, two open-ended items).

To assess changes in health literacy skills, another section was added to the assessment used in part one to assess students’ confidence in different health literacy skills related to the activity. These skills included identifying patients with low health literacy, judging the appropriateness and readability of written health information, assessing the effectiveness of a pharmacy in catering to patients with low health literacy, judging the health literacy level of verbal communication of pharmacy staff members, and judging the physical environment of a pharmacy in regards to patients with limited health literacy. These items were rated on a five-point Likert-type scale ranging from 1=not at all confident to 5=extremely confident.

One cohort (students who completed their P1 year in 2015-2016, hereafter referred to as “cohort 2019” [their graduation year]) was used as a comparator/control group and received no intervention. Two subsequent cohorts (students who completed their P1 year in 2016-2017 or 2017-2018, and hereafter referred to as cohorts 2020 and 2021 [their graduation years]) received the intervention. In 2017-2018, following the intervention, preceptors were asked four questions (seven-point Likert-type scale, ranging from 1=strongly disagree to 7=strongly agree) regarding whether they will use the results to make changes to service promotions, written communication, and verbal communication within their pharmacy, and whether the students’ presentation was helpful. The preceptors’ survey also had two open-ended questions.
regarding their thoughts on the activity. The survey was included in the student IPPE workbook for preceptors to complete, and preceptor feedback was only asked in the first intervention year to minimize preceptor workload.

All data were entered into Excel, and analyses were performed using SPSS (IBM, Armonk, NY). A priori level of \( \alpha = .05 \) was used for determining statistical significance. Demographic information was analyzed using descriptive statistics. The data did not pass the Shapiro-Wilk test for normality; therefore, nonparametric tests were used. Wilcoxon signed-rank tests were used to examine differences on the health literacy assessment and the IAPCC-SV between the beginning of the P1 year and the end of the P4 year, midway through the P1 year and the end of the P4 year, and midway through the P1 year and the end of the P1 year. Any negatively worded items were reverse-coded appropriately to determine whether students’ agreement regarding perceptions, understanding, and application improved or declined. Friedman tests were used to evaluate all surveys for changes over time (initial longitudinal assessment and focused P1 intervention). Mann-Whitney U tests were used to compare the P1 students who received the intervention and those who did not receive the intervention. The qualitative data were analyzed using grounded theory, and more specifically, the constant comparison method.30 Two authors performed the analyses, and one author was available if consensus was not achieved. They initially performed the review individually, comparing between the data and their generated themes. They then met together to collaboratively agree upon a common set of themes. During this final phase of qualitative analysis, they continued to compare to the data.

RESULTS

Among the four cohorts, 189 students (100% response rate) participated. Demographic information for participants is displayed in Table 1. Most students agreed or strongly agreed that they plan on continuing to use the health literacy and cultural competency skills they had learned (Table 1).

The changes between the beginning and end of the P1 year for cohort 2016 have been presented elsewhere for health literacy and cultural competency, with limited improvements seen between the middle and end of the P1 year.18 Specific to health literacy, the following items demonstrated significant improvement \((p < .05)\) between the middle of the P1 year and end of the P4 year: one out of six health literacy perception items (outcomes of low health literacy); four out of nine health literacy understanding items (definition of health literacy outcomes of low health literacy, the problem of health literacy in health care, and the utility of health literacy education in IPPEs); and two out of eight health literacy application items (using the teach-back method and using health literacy education in IPPEs). The significant changes seen were small, with less than a one-point change. Across all assessments, five out of six perceptions items (except for the outcomes of low health literacy) significantly improved \((p < .05)\). Further, all nine understanding items and all eight application items improved significantly \((p < .05)\). Changes were small and typically varied from a 0.5-1.5 point change, with some notable exceptions such as the ability to use the teach-back method \((P1 \text{ mean } = 3.6; \ P4 \text{ mean } = 6.5)\), how to help a patient with low health literacy \((P1 \text{ mean } = 4.0; \ P4 \text{ mean } = 6.0)\), how to create a pill card \((P1 \text{ mean } = 2.9; \ P4 \text{ mean } = 6.4)\). With regard to cultural competency as assessed by the IAPCC-SV, students’ cultural awareness, knowledge, skill, desire, and total scores significantly increased longitudinally \((p < .05)\). Most changes were small \(< 1.5 \text{ points longitudinally}\), except for cultural knowledge, which had a greater increase \((P1 \text{ mean } = 12.2; \ P4 \text{ mean } = 15.2)\). The cultural encounter domain increased but not significantly \((p = .11)\). There also were more students who achieved higher cultural competency levels than baseline (Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>2016 Cohort (n=53)</th>
<th>2019 Cohort (n=41)</th>
<th>2020 Cohort (n=49)</th>
<th>2021 Cohort (n=46)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>21 (39.6)</td>
<td>22 (53.7)</td>
<td>18 (36.7)</td>
<td>14 (30.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>32 (60.4)</td>
<td>18 (43.9)</td>
<td>31 (63.3)</td>
<td>32 (69.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnicity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caucasian</td>
<td>47 (88.7)</td>
<td>24 (58.5)</td>
<td>37 (75.5)</td>
<td>32 (69.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African American</td>
<td>3 (5.7)</td>
<td>9 (22)</td>
<td>5 (10.2)</td>
<td>4 (8.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian or Pacific Islander</td>
<td>3 (5.7)</td>
<td>5 (12.2)</td>
<td>5 (10.2)</td>
<td>8 (17.4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The items for the survey questions described can be found in Appendix 1. For the other cohorts participating in the health literacy intervention portion of the study, there were no significant differences between the no intervention (cohort 2019) and intervention (cohorts 2020, 2021) posttest values on application or confidence items and all but one perception item. Those who completed the intervention in their IPPE agreed significantly more with the utility of learning about the issue of health literacy and how to address it within their IPPE than did the cohort without the intervention (P1 mean = 4.7; P4 mean = 5.5; \( p = .03 \)).

For the group without an intervention (cohort 2019), there were significant increases \( (p < .05) \) through the three assessments in the P1 year: three out of six perception items (items 1-3), seven out of nine understanding items (items 1-2, 4-8), five out of eight application items (items 1-3, 5, 8), and five out of six confidence items (items 2-6). Between end of the fall P1 semester to the end of the P1 academic year, there were significant increases on one perception item (item 6), one understanding item (item 5), and two application items (items 3, 5). These increases were mainly small in nature, typically with less than a one-point change.

For the first intervention group (cohort 2020), there were significant increases \( (p < .05) \) through the three assessments in the P1 year: four out of six perception items (items 2-5), all nine understanding items, six out of eight application items (items 1-3, 5-6, 8), and all six confidence items. Between mid-P1 and end-P1, students’ scores increased significantly on four understanding items (items 1-2, 4, 6), and three confidence items (items 4-6). For the first intervention group (cohort 2020), there were significant increases \( (p < .05) \) through the three assessments in the P1 year: three out of six perception items (items 1-2, 6), all nine understanding items, all eight application items, and all six confidence items. Between mid-P1 to end-P1, students’ scores increased significantly on one perception item (item 6) and one confidence item (item 3). These increases were mainly small in nature, typically resulting in less than a one-point change.

### Preceptor Perceptions

As a part of the IPPE health literacy intervention, 44 preceptors assessed the activity (90% response rate). Preceptors agreed that they would use the results of the health literacy assessment performed by the students to make changes in promotional materials (median = 6, IQR = 5-7), print materials (median = 6, IQR = 4-7), and verbal communications (median = 6, IQR = 6-7). Preceptors also agreed that it was helpful to have students educate the pharmacy staff on the importance of health literacy (median = 6.5, IQR = 6-7).

When analyzing the preceptors’ comments, three main themes emerged that were common among the participating pharmacies: difficult to implement findings due to corporate regulations, an outside perspective was helpful, and the assessment overall was helpful. Other less common statements included the time challenges to implement the suggested changes as well as how the changes would improve patient trust in the pharmacy. Preceptor felt they could address the corporate regulation barrier by attempting to discuss further with management.
Preceptors appreciated the time the students put into their presentations. Examples of preceptor responses in each of these categories are provided in Appendix 2.

**DISCUSSION**

The integration of cultural competency and health literacy concepts throughout the curriculum initially increased student pharmacists’ cultural competency and perceptions, understanding, and application of health literacy. However, the increase seen for cohort 2016 during the fall semester of their P1 year was not sustained when the students were tested again in the spring P1 semester, during which there was no integration of these concepts. Adding health literacy content in the spring P1 year by having students apply concepts during IPPEs improved the health literacy skills of student pharmacists in cohorts 2020 and 2021. Continual revision and improvement of curricula is important for students to develop in their application of the Pharmacists’ Patient Care Process as well as to enhance their skills and preparedness to work with diverse populations.\(^{10,12}\)

The integration of cultural competency content and assessments throughout the curriculum resulted in significant improvements for six out of seven items in addition to improvements in the IAPCC-SV score and competence level in the first semester. Cultural awareness, knowledge, skill, and total IAPCC-SV scores increased from culturally aware to culturally competent after the introduction and practice of key concepts in the fall of the P1 semester. Changes in the students’ cultural encounters item were not significantly improved in the first semester or at the end of the study. A 10-week cultural competency elective course at the Massachusetts College of Pharmacy and Health Sciences introduced students to cultural competency concepts within the profession of pharmacy. The students were introduced to multiple cultural groups through local liaisons, conducted health care screenings at community centers, and reviewed cultural groups in presentations. The students showed similar improvements in the first four domains but not in cultural skills as measured by the IAPCC-SV.\(^{31}\) Multiple interventions were made throughout the second year of pharmacy school at the University of Toledo, including lectures, videos regarding cultural competency in pharmacy followed by discussions, laboratory activities, and a cross-cultural experience with a diverse group of people. These activities also resulted in a significant increase in students’ knowledge of and confidence in cultural competency, especially in areas of patient counseling \((p < .01)\) as assessed by a questionnaire they developed.\(^{32}\) Vyas and Claiguiri implemented a cultural competency series at the University of Missouri-Kansas City School of Pharmacy at the Columbia satellite campus that had less heterogeneity in terms of cultural groups. The six-week series, which was integrated into an IPPE, included an introductory lecture, patient care scenarios, and sessions on religion, socioeconomic factors, and health disparities. Students’ perceptions and understanding of cultural competency were increased according to an unvalidated 18-item survey instrument.\(^{33}\) Additionally, the incorporation of patient empathy modeling into a Purdue University underserved ambulatory care APPE intended to increase student’s understanding of and empathy towards underserved populations allowed students to simultaneously learn and apply the concepts. Students simulated the life of a patient with barriers to health care, encountered different scenarios that they had to navigate, completed activities related to community resources, and discussed their thoughts and perceptions in debriefing scenarios.\(^{34}\)

While most of these institutions are located within a larger metropolitan area, our access to large metropolitan areas provided similar opportunities for external encounters. Compared to these studies, the integration into Cedarville’s curriculum was longer and throughout many courses/modules (across all years vs an elective or one academic year). However, the incorporation into IPPEs and APPEs was less intentional. A cross-cultural service-learning experience is required, but students can choose which patient group(s) they encounter. Further, there is less guided reflection in APPEs related to encountering different cultural groups. The differences between significant items could relate to the number of cultural competency interventions and the time between interventions and assessment of cultural competency. Perhaps the activities integrated throughout the curriculum were not sufficient to improve students’ perceived ability to interact and engage with other cultural groups. More intentional simulations and experiences with cultural groups may be beneficial. However, all the improvements in cultural competency indicate that incorporation of concepts across the curriculum may have a sustained impact on learning for all students.

The introduction of health literacy and cultural competency concepts in the fall of the P1 year and then continued reinforcement in the P2 year, reiteration in the capstone course and cross-cultural IPPEs, and application of health literacy in APPEs all played a part in cementing health literacy aspects for student pharmacists. Shorter integrations of health literacy concepts have been successful in improving student pharmacists’ knowledge, confidence, and attitudes. For example, the effectiveness of a three-hour multifaceted module on health literacy at the University of California San Diego Skaggs School of Pharmacy was assessed with an unvalidated pre- and
post-assessment of health literacy confidence. Students participated in a one-hour lecture and two-hour workshop that included videos, health literacy assessment tools, and team activities. Researchers found significant improvements in six of seven areas assessed \( (p<.001) \). At the University of the Incarnate Word Feik School of Pharmacy, a case-based learning intervention focused on health literacy within a laboratory course. Students were able to learn about the basics of health literacy, risk factors, recognizing patients with limited health literacy, and how to address health literacy as part of the laboratory pre-readings and during the two-hour case discussion. Third-year pharmacy students’ health literacy knowledge was significantly improved \( (10\text{-item quiz}, p<.001) \). Meanwhile, health literacy concepts were addressed in a one-hour class session and a three-hour skills laboratory in a first professional year patient-centered communications course at the University of Colorado Skaggs School of Pharmacy. Students also participated in coordinating IPPE activities. This intervention improved the following facets of health literacy: knowledge, abilities, confidence, perceptions, and understanding. These students were found to meet or exceed expectations of their objective structured clinical examination grading rubrics. In addition, following the intervention, the students had higher perceived confidence and attitudes than third-year professional students who had not completed the course.

The intervention by Skaggs School of Pharmacy was closest to our intervention model, given that the course content also aligned with IPPE activities. Scores on items declined between the end of the fall semester of the P1 year and beginning of the spring semester of the P1 year for students in the initial longitudinal analysis of our study. A health literacy activity was added to first-year students’ spring IPPE to address this. Not only were activities introduced and reinforced in both courses and laboratories, but further integrations occurred throughout the curriculum and during P1 IPPEs in later cohorts. This reinforces that the integration of such concepts is beneficial to improve student knowledge, confidence, and attitudes, especially when integrating it alongside opportunities to practice the skills they learned. Further, active learning was used, which concurs with these interventions where activities such as patient health literacy assessment, altering the health literacy level of a document, and patient counseling improved students’ health literacy perceptions, understanding, and confidence. Preceptor modeling, experiences with patients, and a lack of focus on these concepts all could contribute to the score decreases seen. Preceptors play a critical role in helping student pharmacists apply knowledge, attitudes, skills, and values taught in the didactic curriculum. Yet, if they themselves do not consider it important, it can negatively impact student application. Less than 50% of preceptors surveyed by Bond and colleagues felt health literacy and cultural competency skills were “very important.” Preceptor “buy-in” and professional development in the area of health literacy and cultural competency skills are needed for integration of health literacy and cultural competency in IPPEs and APPEs to be successful. When preceptors are engaged and these concepts are incorporated, students can gain valuable experience. Preceptors responded positively to our intervention, and it provided an opportunity for students to share information they had learned with their preceptors.

There are several limitations to this study, including a single institution implementation, a non-validated health literacy assessment, and a small sample size. Thus, the findings may not be applicable to other institutions, particularly those with larger student cohorts and/or are not private. Additionally, the use of survey instruments could introduce social desirability bias. For example, students may perceive that there are certain responses that are desirable to society; thus, they may minimize undesirable answers and maximize desirable ones rather than answer honestly. Other quantitative assessments, such as patient simulations, would be important to assess students’ skills. Further research should be done to create and implement a validated instrument to assess the health literacy skills of pharmacy students.

CONCLUSION

After conducting a longitudinal study of students’ perceptions and knowledge of cultural competency and health literacy, students’ health literacy perceptions, application, and understanding increased as did their cultural competency. Through an intervention, students’ health literacy perceptions, application, understanding, and confidence increased. However, students in the control groups experienced similar increases on many of the
items, suggesting that these increases may not have been directly attributable to the intervention. Students and preceptors did find the IPPE intervention beneficial and thought that it should continue in order to further increase understanding of health literacy. Thus, systematically addressing cultural competency and health literacy concepts and identifying areas for improvement may be beneficial to improve pharmacy students’ outcomes and ability to work with all patient populations.
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Appendix 1. Health Literacy Intervention Survey Items

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Perceptions<sup>a</sup> | 1. A majority of U.S. adults have difficulty using print materials to accomplish everyday tasks.  
2. People commonly hide their difficulty with reading or understanding.  
3. The teach-back method is useful in communicating with patients.  
4. Low health literacy can lead to poorer health outcomes.  
5. Patients remember most of what healthcare professionals tell them.  
6. Most health information is written at patients’ reading level. |
| Understanding<sup>a</sup> | 1. I can define health literacy.  
2. I understand the health outcomes that result from low health literacy.  
3. I can evaluate the reading level of written material.  
4. I know the signs that indicate a low health literacy patient.  
5. I understand how to use the teach-back method.  
6. I know how to help a patient who has low health literacy.  
7. I know how to create a pill card for a patient.  
8. I know why health literacy is a problem in healthcare.  
9. Learning about the problem of health literacy and how to address it was useful in my IPPE. |
| Application<sup>b</sup> | 1. I avoid using medical terminology when counseling patients.  
2. I simplify complicated medical information.  
3. I use the teach-back method.  
4. I create pill cards for patients who are on multiple medications.  
5. When writing patient materials, I try to keep the health literacy level at 5th grade or lower.  
6. I use material taught about health literacy in my IPPE.  
7. I use pictures or other visual aids to help explain complex concepts.  
8. I emphasize important concepts during patient counseling. |
| Confidence<sup>c</sup> | 1. I can identify patients with low health literacy.  
2. I can judge the appropriateness of written health information for patients with low health literacy.  
3. I can reduce the readability of written health information to a 5th grade level.  
4. I can assess the effectiveness of a pharmacy in catering to patients with low health literacy.  
5. I can judge if a pharmacy staff uses clear verbal communication when talking with a patient with low health literacy.  
6. I can judge if the physical environment of a pharmacy (e.g., pharmacy signs, bulletin board, promotional material) is user-friendly for patients with limited health literacy. |

<sup>a</sup> 7-point Likert-type scale, 1 = Strongly Disagree, 7 = Strongly Agree  
<sup>b</sup> 5-point Likert-type scale, 1 = Never, 5 = Always  
<sup>c</sup> 5-point Likert-type scale, 1 = Not at all confident, 5 = Extremely confident

Appendix 2. Preceptor Comments Provided in Response to the Integration of Health Literacy Concepts in the Experiential Curriculum

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Representative Quotes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Implementation | “We have tried those things and corporate wasn’t on board, but it’s a good time to revisit.”  
“We have tried this and corporate did not like it, but it is a good time to try again.” |
| Outsider’s View | “Nice to have a fresh set of eyes looking at our pharmacy.”  
“It’s good to look through someone else’s eyes.”  
“I really like to see perceptions from someone not within the XX organization I helps me to see what my patients may be seeing.” |
| Assessment was Helpful | “Very helpful information”  
“The assessment is good and valid.”  
“This is nice! I like the concept a lot.” |

<sup>a</sup> As determined by qualitative analysis